Abstract. Graph transformation and algebraic specification are wellestablished techniques in theoretical and practical computer science and claim to support software development with fundamental methods in a formal manner. Equational algebraic specifications can be translated into a graph transformation system in a systematic way. A graph transformation system in turn can be analyzed and processed by a number of tools. This paper studies how to step from equational algebraic specifications to graph transformation and from there to an operational representation in various graph transformation tools. We work with USE (UML-based Specification Environment), AGG (Attributed Graph Grammar system), and GrGen (Graph rewrite Generator). In particular, we discuss how to establish a connection between algebraic specifications and UML class diagrams and OCL constraints.
Introduction
Equational algebraic specifications [EM85, EGL89, Wir90] as well as graph grammars and graph transformation [Roz97, EEKR99] are two fields which have been studied since about thirty years and which share the use of fundamental categorical and algebraic techniques. Both fields claim to support software development with fundamental methods in a formal manner. In recent years, graph transformation attracted substantial research effort because of its closeness to modeldriven and model transformation-oriented approaches. For a graph transformation system, practically applicable tools like AGG [dLT04] , FUJABA [BGN + 04], GrGen [GK07] , GReAT [BNvBK06] , MOFLON [AKRS06] or GROOVE [Ren03] have been developed and UML tools like USE have been extended to cope with graph transformation [BG06] . The transformation in our paper basically follows the method for translating algebraic specifications into graph transformation which has been proposed in [Löw90] but which has not been realized in a tool (in contrast to the work presented in this paper). Our work is based on the UML and OCL tool USE developed in our group since about ten years [GBR05, GBR07] and on the tools AGG [dLT04] and GrGen [GK07] . This selection of tools was determined by the fact that the authors have experience and knowhow in the use of these tools. We are sure that the other mentioned tools and further ones can be used for our purpose as well. One main result of the paper is our observation that it is feasible to build a conceptual bridge between so distant fields like "hard" algebraic specifica-tion (AlgSpec) and "soft" popular approaches like the Unified Modeling Language (UML). We regard Graph Transformation (GraTra) as the missing link. GraTra tools provide the possibility of analyzing the underlying model. For example, GraTra tools apart from validating the model are able to check the model consistency or can provide a critical pair analysis of the underlying equations in the algebraic specification. Thus a central ingredient in the interplay between AlgSpec and UML is the ability of GraTra to mediate between the other fields and to broadcast results in both directions. There are some scientists which have been working in all three fields. Among them is Hans-Jörg Kreowski. According to DBLP, his earliest contribution in the GraTra field is from 1977 [Kre77] , the earliest one on AlgSpec is from 1978 [EKW78] , and the earliest one on UML is from 2002 [KGKK02] . The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces our simple running example within the context of equational algebraic specification and graph transformation. Sections 3, 4 and 5 discuss the realization of this example in the tools USE, AGG, and GrGen, respectively. The paper is finished with concluding remarks in Sect. 6.
Running Example
We will study the relationship between equational algebraic specification, graph transformation, and tool realizations of graph transformation by a very simple equational algebraic specification for the natural numbers as shown in Fig. 1 . The specification includes the two constructors zero and succ and an operation plus realizing the addition on natural numbers. Any term incorporating the operation plus can be reduced by means of the equations to a term using only the constructors zero and succ, and the different terms built over zero and succ represent all values for the sort nat. In Fig. 2 we have represented the two example equations as two graph transformation rules with left and right side: Each operation symbol and each variable becomes a node and the edges connect operation symbols with their arguments. The first argument of the operation plus is established with edges labelled PlusNat1 and the second argument with label PlusNat2. Analogously, the argument of the constructor succ shows the label SuccNat. Although the representation seems straight forward, it is too naive for general graph transformation and must be extended as explained below. The main problem with the above representation in Fig. 2 lies in the fact that the context in which the rules are to be applied is not handled properly. For example, if the first rule is applied in the term succ(plus(zero,zero)), the context information that in this case plus is a subterm of succ is not preserved by the rule. In order to preserve this context information additional nodes are introduced. These nodes embody the context information and explicitly state the type information for each term. This extended representation of the rules is pictured in Fig. 3 . The context information is held within the NatType nodes. In both rules it is essential, that the topmost NatType nodes are preserved by the rules, i.e., the topmost NatType nodes appear in the left and right side of the rules. Roughly speaking, incoming edges for both rules are handled by the NatType nodes (1). Outgoing edges for the first rule are handled by node (6) whereas outgoing edges for the second rule are handled by nodes (6) and (8).
USE
The example graph transformation system corresponding to the algebraic specification is given to USE in textual form. First, the underlying UML class diagram including classes, inheritance relationships, and associations is stated. The overall class diagram is shown in Fig. 4 . Currently, our translator from rules to OCL In addition to the class diagram, the two rules are stated in textual form in Fig. 5 and are called plusZeroN 2 N and plusSuccNM 2 succPlusNM. These names will be used for generated UML operations. The rules basically make declarations for nodes and edges on the left and right hand side of the rule. In the UML class diagram context, nodes correspond to objects and edges to links. Additionally, OCL conditions could be declared in the left or right hand side, although this feature is not used in this example. OCL conditions in the left side correspond to rule preconditions and OCL conditions in the right side to rule postconditions. Left hand side conditions are called application conditions within the graph transformation area. A representation of the rules in form of UML object diagrams is pictured in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 7 the class diagram generated from the rules resp. the operations generated from the rules are pictured. Each rule induces three operations: The first operation is responsible for applying the rule and for replacing in the so-called working graph a matching left-hand side by the rule's right hand side; the second The transition from the left column to the middle column is basically induced by an operation call to plusSuccNM 2 succPlusNM corresponding to an application of the second rule from Fig. 3 and the transition from the middle column to the right column by an operation call to plusZeroN 2 N corresponding to an application of the first rule from Fig. 3 . The example calculation is also pictured in Fig. 9 in form of a UML sequence diagram. The commands and calls in the sequence diagram can be classified into three parts: The first commands build up the working graph by creating objects representing the start term [(0+1)+(0)]+1, the second part is the application of the second rule, and the third part shows the application of the first rule. In the first part, also the links are introduced, however this is not shown in the sequence diagram in order to keep the diagram small. Because object-oriented ideas stand behind USE, every operation call must be directed to an object. Therefore, exactly one object rc of class RuleCollection is created. The following calls are directed to this object rc. The operation call in the third part which corresponds to the application of first rule eliminates certain objects which corresponds to the fact that this rule deletes nodes. The redexes for rule application are determined by calls to the redexes operations. Finally let us comment on the role of OCL within our approach. In USE, OCL plays a central role. In our view, OCL is the formal specification language of the UML and is comparable to other formal specification languages like Z or CASL although the emphasis is much more on practical usability than on theoretical underpinning, for example, on proof theory. The representation of graph transformation in USE is achieved by representing a rule as an operation which is characterized by OCL pre-and postconditions and an operational realization as a command script. Furthermore, OCL can be employed for analyzing the work- 
AGG
In order to animate graph transformation in AGG it is necessary to specify a graph grammar first. Such a grammar makes declarations for the node and edge types of the needed graph items. In the case of the sample algebraic specification from Fig. 1 , a straightforward translation requires a node of type Nat as a base node for the sort. Additionally, a node of type NatType is needed for the same reason as explained in Section 2. Now for every operation of the algebraic specification a corresponding node type being a subtype of Nat is needed. An inheritance relation cannot be specified in the AGG grammar, but in a type graph for the corresponding grammar. For this reason the type graph in Fig. 10 is created. In AGG this can be done in a graphical editor. The type graph specifies the nodes PlusExp, SuccExp, and ZeroExp to be subtypes of the node Nat. Additionally edge types are declared for the arguments of the operations defined in the algebraic specification. Since the order of these arguments is usually im- portant, a digit is appended to the type names. So the additional edge types are Succ1, Plus1, and Plus2.
Having specified a suitable graph grammar, it is now possible to create a host graph for the transformation, which can also be done in a graphical editor. Fig. 11 shows the host graph for the sample term succ(plus(succ(zero),zero)). The recipe for creating a host graph of a given equation is to read the equation from left to right and add the corresponding nodes and edges in that order. For every node that represents a sort it is additionally necessary to add a corresponding node for the context. The sample term in Fig. 11 starts with succ, so a node of type SuccExp is added. This node is connected to a newly created context node NatType using an edge of type Nat. Since a Nat node is always attached to a NatType context node in this way, it is hence refered to as a Nat node pair. The next operation occurring in the term is plus, so a PlusExp node pair is inserted into the graph. Since this node pair is an argument to the previous succ operation, an edge of type Succ1 is added which connects the SuccExp node with the NatType node belonging to the new PlusExp node. The remainder of the equation can be treated in an analogous way. Now that we have specified a host graph, the actual graph transformation rules can be derived. The specification contains two equations. These equations can be translated into a graph transformation rule in an analogous way as the translation above. The left-hand side of the equation is translated to a graph which becomes the left-hand side of the rule. Similarly the right-hand side of the equation becomes the right-hand side of the rule. The rule creation is finished by the specification of those elements that have to be preserved when the rule is actually applied. Consider the first equation plus(zero,N)=N of the specification. The left-hand side of this equation, i.e., plus(zero,N) has to be translated into a graph first. As previously explained, this is accomplished by reading the expression from left to right and inserting corresponding elements into the graph. The expression starts with plus, so a new PlusExp node pair is inserted into the graph. The first argument of the operation plus is zero, so a new ZeroExp node pair is added to the graph. Additionally the PlusExp node is connected to the NatType node of the ZeroExp node pair with an edge of type Plus1. The second argument of plus in the equation is N, so a new Nat node pair is created. The NatType node of this pair is connected to the PlusExp node with an edge of type Plus2. Since N is not further specified, the concrete subtype is not known. For this reason a node of the supertype Nat is used. The right-hand side of the equation is N. So the graph for the right-hand side of the new rule contains only a Nat node pair.
In AGG a rule can also be created in a graphical editor. Fig. 12 shows a screenshot of the rule corresponding to the equation plus(zero,N)=N. The graph to the left of the vertical bar is the left-hand side of the rule while the graph to its right is the right-hand side. The items that have to be preserved are represented by identical numbers in graph elements of the left-hand and the right-hand side. In this case, only the NatType node indicated by 1: and the Nat node indicated by 2: are specified as elements that have to be preserved when the rule is applied. Since the equation specifies that plus and zero do not occur in the right-hand side, the graph transformation rule specifies to delete the corresponding nodes. It may be an intuitive approach to simply keep the N:Nat node pair when the rule is applied, but this may yield a wrong result. If the NatType node of the PlusExp node pair is connected to another node, e.g., to a SuccExp node via a Succ1 edge (representing an expression like succ(plus(...)), then this connection would be deleted together with the respective NatType node. For this reason, the NatType node of the Nat node pair representing the first term in the equation expression always has to be preserved. The additional context following N is preserved anyway, since the Nat node representing N is preserved and with it all its connections. So the rule creation works as stated above bearing in mind that the the topmost (in the sense of no incoming edges) NatType of the left-hand side has to be preserved. N,M) ) of the specification. It has been created analogously to the first rule. Considering the host graph from Fig. 11 the first rule cannot be applied. This holds, since the first argument of plus would have to be zero for the rule to be applicable. The second rule can be applied in exactly one fashion and in the same way as one would apply the second equation. It yields the transformed graph in Fig. 14 . The figure shows a screenshot of the actual transformation in AGG which can directly be observed in the GUI version of the tool. The second rule is not applicable to the transformed graph. This holds, since the rule expects a succ as first argument of plus. But in the expression represented by the graph, the first argument of the only plus is zero. For this reason the first graph transformation rule is applicable, yielding the transformed graph depicted in Fig. 15 . It represents the term succ(succ(zero)), which is the expected result.
GrGen
In GrGen the specification of the underlying graph model as well as the graph transformation rules is given in textual form. Since GrGen supports subtypes for nodes and edges as well as subtype matching in rule application, the algebraic specification can be translated in a straight-forward way. The graph model can be derived from a specification in the following way. For every sort there is a node type with the same name and a context node type. Then for every operation that yields a certain sort, there is a node type which extends the node type representing the sort. For every argument of an operation there is an edge type with a type name consisting of the operation name and a successive number to indicate the order of the arguments. Therefore, in the case of the running example specification from Fig. 1 , the GrGen graph model description can be stated textually as follows.
node class NatType; node class Nat; node class Zero extends Nat; node class Succ extends Nat; node class Plus extends Nat; edge class nat; edge class succ1; edge class plus1; edge class plus2;
This model can also be pictured as a UML class diagram as shown in Fig. 16 . In addition to the simple, but sufficient model we have used here, GrGen would also allow to declare the edges to possess more specific types. In GrGen a graph transformation rule consists of a pattern part and a replace part. The pattern part represents the left-hand side of the rule, while the replace part corresponds to the right-hand side. The graph items that have to be preserved are indicated by using the same identifiers for nodes and edges in both parts. In order to specify the left-hand side of the rule for plus(zero,N) a node pair consisting of the corresponding Nat node connected to its context NatType node is inserted for every Nat expression. Then connecting edges are specified for the operation arguments, which can be directly derived from the specification. The right-hand side is specified analogously. Similarly to the AGG specification the topmost NatType node of the left-hand side has to be mapped to the topmost NatType node of the right-hand side in order to preserve a possible context. So the first rule looks like this:
rule plusZeroN { plus:Plus -:nat-> plusType:NatType; zero:Zero -:nat-> zeroType:NatType; n:Nat -:nat-> nType:NatType; plus -:plus1-> zeroType; plus -:plus2-> nType;
replace { n -:nat-> plusType; } } Analogously the second rule looks like this:
rule plusSuccNM { plus:Plus -:nat-> plusType:NatType; suc:Succ -:nat-> sucType:NatType; n:Nat -:nat-> nType:NatType; m:Nat -:nat-> mType:NatType; plus -:plus1-> sucType; plus -:plus2-> mType; suc -:succ1-> nType;
replace { suc -:nat-> plusType; suc -:succ1-> newPlusType:NatType; plus -:nat-> newPlusType; plus -:plus1-> newNType:NatType; n -:nat-> newNType; plus -:plus2-> newMType:NatType; m -:nat-> newMType; } }
The actual graph transformation is executed in GrGen's grshell. Within grshell, a graph transformation specification can be loaded and a graph can be created manually or by a script. Testing the above specification using an initial graph representing the sample term succ(plus(succ(zero),zero)) yields the expected result. Initially only the rule plusSuccNM and after that only the rule plusSuccNM is applicable. For debuging purposes, GrGen is shipped with yComp, a graph visualization tool that draws the current host graph handled in GrGen. Fig. 17 shows a screenshot of the graph after the two rule applications. As expected it is the graph representation of the term succ(succ(zero)).
Conclusion
This paper has explained how algebraic specification in their basic form as conditional equations can be represented as a graph transformation system and how the result can be validated, animated, and executed in various graph transformation tools. These graph transformation tools offer the possibility of analyzing the underlying model (although we have not demonstrated this feature). We have considered the equational specification as a rewriting system which works in one direction only. The work shows that classical software specification techniques still have a close connection to modern object-oriented techniques like UML. The translation may also be seen as an example for a conceptual model transformation from one computer science field (Algebraic Specification) into another one (UML and OCL). Another aspect of the current work was to show and compare the graph models in the different tools by formally fixed UML class diagrams. These different graph models underpin the flexibility of current graph transformation tools. Future work might concentrate on the question how to utilize the strengths and analysis features of the different tools in order to give feedback to system developers. Apart from the considered tools, other tools like FUJABA, MOFLON, GReAT, GROOVE, VIATRA, or VMTS might be taken into consideration. The equations might also be treated as rules in both directions. We think that for courses on formal software development the translation which we have proposed gives insight into connections between the different computer science fields, namely algebraic specification, graph transformation, and model-driven development.
